ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG 119
SUB 7
SITE 38C
HOLE 1
CORE 19R
TYPE 1
SEC 1

COLOR

PIECE #

GRAPHIC
REPRESENTATION

DRILLING DISTURB.  

STRUCTURES

SAMPLES

20\textdegree}

FORAMS

Nanofossil chalk

Moderately to well
burrowed, then to clean
at 96 cm; thereafter entirely
broken up into mm/cm size
fragments.

Zoned chalk

Various shades of
light-brown inclusions
in middle brown
ring (10YR 4/4)
Dark brown spot
in middle

10YR 6/3

10YR 5/4 (light)

10YR 4/4 (dark brown)

6 cm φ

10YR 8/1

Plantsites

wet/dry

Claydites

Pristinites

Claydites
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